1965 mustang 5.0 swap

Question: Hi, what a great site you have. I am fairly new to Mustangs, but my dream car from
childhood was always a Mustang Fastback , So the time has come for me to find and complete a
Mustang restoration project. I was wondering what engines, new or old , can be fitted to a
Mustang Fastback and where can these engines be purchased? Many Thanks Answer: Hi Prem!
Thanks for your comments! There are many possible Mustang Fastback Engine Swap options.
While a big block V8 became available in , I know I'm going to hear about this.. They don't
handle well either. Ford Engine Candidates There are a number of engines that will fit the
Mustang fastback, with varying degrees of ease. The easiest swaps would be to install either a ,
or V8. Small block Windsor and Cleveland V8 engines use the same engine mounts,so that's an
easy one. And transmission and linkage choices are simple as well. The W Windsor is a
common swap for a number of reasons, assuming you don't want to limit yourself to original
engines. The is a big, strong engine, capable of producing a lot of horsepower and torque and
taking abuse. Speed parts are plentiful and several companies, like Hooker make bolt-in engine
swap headers for the Mustang fastback, that fit so that you don't have any cutting to do. If your
car has the original Mustang 4 speed transmission , you can either opt for a later Z-bar clutch
linkage, or convert to a cable operated system. Newer Engines A 's to 's 5. Not only are there a
huge variety of go fast parts available, but you gain the added reliability of the EFI engine, along
with an overdrive gear that will dramatically improve gas mileage. The AOD, is about an inch
longer than the Mustang C4 transmission, so either the driveshaft will have to be shortened, or
a custom made piece will have to be found. The other issue , is that the newer 5. The dip stick
also needs to be relocated into a front timing cover location and the original hole plugged. Most
people stick with the serpentine arrangement, rather than convert to an old style V-belt setup,
as you'd also need to convert pulleys and install a new forward rotation water pump. If you plan
to use the old style z-bar for a standard transmission, you'll also need an adapter kit to locate
the threaded z-bar pivot onto the side of the engine. Starting with used engines , you could
certainly check out EBAy, but I'd start locally first. There are many Ford Mustang enthusiasts in
the UK and quite a number of early pony cars. You may not have to go far to find just what you
need. If you want to go for a new crate engine , you have many choices, like Summit, Ford
Racing and others that can supply you with a complete built small block engine that will turn
your Mustang Fastback into a rocket! Good Luck! Send us some pictures when you start your
restoration project. Click here to add your own comments. Join in and write your own page! It's
easy to do. Simply click here to return to Contact Me! Engine swaps by: J Comerford First, I own
a In other words it is what it is, a rough sports car by todays standard, but that is the beauty and
'soul' of it. If you must swap then the is the best choice without forcing the mediocre
suspension and braking systems beyond their capabilities. Larger engines necessitate
changing these systems too and you have destroyed what the car was designed to be. Engine
fittings? I have found an engine and trans from a mustang 2. Will it fit? I hope it would fit
perfectly since it's the same engine size that came in it, but the two decades apart is what
worries me. What will need to be done to fit this engine and transmission in the car? Re Engine
Fittings: Your should be good to with the engine. That engine in various configurations was
used in the Pinto, Mustang, Mustang 11 derived from the Pinto and others. Where you can have
a slight issue is going to be in the transmission. Your 70's vintage transmissions automatic, not
standard transmissions have gone from fully mechanical, to varying degrees of electronically
operated. The Ford Mustang transmissions have an electric overdrive feature which will need to
be taken into consideration. Consult a 90's repair manual for the electrical details and wiring
diagram. The good news with the change to an AOD is that fuel economy should improve and
depending on the transmission gear ratios compared to those from the original Mustang 11, you
may see better acceleration as well. As far as the transmission mounts go, you will have to
check it in place to see what does or does not line up. My understanding is that the AOD is
going to sit back about 2. Also the bell of the transmission is a bit larger and it may take a little
"massaging with a hammer to get enough clearance in the top of the transmission tunnel to
prevent rubbing or vibrations. This transmission needs a cable attachment to the shifter and
some mods of the linkage arm is likely to get the gear settings to line up in the shifter housing.
If you have the fabrication abilities, then it can be a nice swap. If not, or you don't have the
budget to have someone else do it for you, it might be an idea to mate the engine to an older
non AOD transmission or find a vintage original one. Hope that helps. Click here to add your
own comments Join in and write your own page! If you're looking to improve the performance
of your early Mustang or other special-interest Ford, it's hard to top the range of improvements
realized with a 5. Things get even better when you combine the 5. We've seen this done many
times, but it's still hard to believe the difference this conversion makes in overall performance.
From cold start driveability to doing 65 mph at 1, rpm, the benefits just keep stacking up. Power
and fuel economy improve dramatically. Usually you sacrifice one for the other, but not here.

You get the best of both worlds. If the tour buses keep blowing by you because the tach says
you're topped out, something over three grand at 60, we know you'll appreciate the overdrive as
much as we do. When it's time to proceed, the project is easier than you think. With one of our
'65 coupe project car, we're going to do the conversion and use the AOD automatic
transmission. We know from experience that this combination will give us the best driveability
combined with outrageous overdriven highway performance. If your car is equipped with a
manual transmission, parts and kits are available from California Pony Cars for the T5
five-speed conversion. You'll get overdrive and a deeper First gear, and you can still drive like
Steve McQueen. Lots of good folks, including those at Mustangs Plus and Windsor-Fox
Performance Engineering, helped us along the road to success during our conversion. One
special piece used is the crossmember made for this conversion by Windsor-Fox. This is
needed because the AOD trans is slightly longer than the C4 originally furnished in our '65
coupe. The crossmember is a slick item that bridges one of the major physical installation
hurdles in the whole conversion. It also allows for removal of the trans pan for servicing. Just
remember to use the old-style C4 rubber mount at the rear and installation will be a snap.
Although the swap has too many steps for us to illustrate every one, we want to give you an
overview of the project so that you'll have a good idea of what's involved. We have all of our
goodies assembled, and we're eager to get started. Remember, the AOD is about 1 inch longer
than the C4, so we've already arranged for a new and shorter aluminum driveshaft from
Mustangs Plus. You can have your driveshaft sent out to be shortened accordingly. Or talk with
Mustangs Plus about a replacement for your project. Also remember that late-model 5. Your
local radiator shop can help you here, or you can get the radiator new from Mustangs Plus. This
Mustang pro-touring build is anything but vaporwareâ€”it is the cutting edge real deal. The
story of the Shelby Ford Mustang G. We apologize for this inconvenience and encourage you to
visit Canadian K-Code. Mustang Girl Monday Mustang. Mustang Girl Monday: Mustang
convertible. How To. Wayne Cook. It has the required boss for drilling to accept the
front-mounted dipstick arrow. It will also work with an engine-driven fan. Start with a pilot hole
and be careful. Accuracy counts, and you may want to use a drill press. The late-model 5. Here
we see a completed dipstick installation. The dowel will swell up with the heat and oil and give a
good seal. Here we show installation of the engine mounts. You will want to use new mounts.
With this piece, the engine and tranny installation is a bolt-in affair. This is a super sturdy piece,
and accurate construction makes for a perfect fit. The engine and transmission assembly is
ready to install. Be careful. Remember to use the old C4 mount here. This photo shows our
engine-transmission assembly down on the mounts. One slick aspect of this conversion is the
use of serpentine drive for accessories. If you opt to go without power steering, Windsor-Fox
offers a trick idler setup. This photo shows a conversion installation with the serpentine belt in
place. The special four-row core radiator needed for the conversion was furnished by Mustangs
Plus. It has a staggered outlet, with the bottom hose connection relocated to the driver side. We
plan on using a flexible reverse-rotation fan with a short spacer. A stock late-model clutch fan
will fit if you mount the radiator with the mounting flanges on the front side of the core support.
A couple of slots cut in the upper core support corresponding to the mounting flange on the
radiator will get you there. Notice how the hose comes equipped with a protective collar near
where the belt will pass. These shorty headers from JBA fill the bill in the exhaust department.
They look good and flow better. Be sure to read the enclosed instructions. A standard
dual-exhaust system will work perfectly behind these, because the header exits are almost
exactly in the stock location. Your exhaust guy can help you attach an existing dual-exhaust
system to the new headers. You also can choose to go brand new from the headers back. The
driver-side JBA shorty header goes on. This is why engine mount choice is important. Once the
throttle valve cable for the transmission is installed, it needs to be adjusted properly. Another
Windsor-Fox goodie is this bracket made to adapt the late-model throttle pedal to the early car.
This allows us to convert to the cable-type throttle needed. The stock shifter can be used with
the new AOD transmission. Looking underneath the car, this special Windsor-Fox shift rod
gives a sanitary installation. On a different 5. These are fully adjustable with aircraft-style Heim
joint ends. They fit nicely when the stock units will no longer clear the EFI intake. Engineered by
electronics wizard Ron Morris, these harnesses make our conversion easy. On the bottom left is
the main EFI body harness. Above it is the engine harness for the injection system and some of
the engine sensors. The third harness lower right is for oxygen sensors and transmission
control. Mustangs Plus is our source for the engine control module ECM cradle. This is the
Mustangs Plus engine harness. On the right is the engine sending unit harness from Virginia
Classic Mustang. This will get all important information on the mill to the gauges. These two
harnesses will work together side by side. Here the main plug for the ECM goes through the
cowl. Be sure to cut the passage the correct size. The objective is to make sure no water leaks

in. Underhood electrical connections are straightforward. Where there is doubt, the Mustangs
Plus harness is labeled. The rails are metal tubes where the fuel is delivered to the injectors
under high pressure. How long the injector stays open determines how much fuel is delivered to
the combustion chamber. Your right foot ultimately controls this. You can also see how the
wiring is directed to each injector. The fuel regulator C controls fuel pressure by regulating
return flow to the tank. Vitek Wires has us looking good in the plug wire department with these
heavy-duty 9. These will ensure that a full jolt of electricity reaches the plug. Check out the large
diameter on the Vitek wires compared to the stockers. This allows you to choose your location,
then fasten the cradle into position. We chose inside the glovebox door. To function correctly, it
must be mounted in an upright position as shown. This switch will cut electric power to the fuel
pump in the event of a collision. Doing an EFI conversion without one would be foolhardy. This
is very high pressure. Because of the high fuel pressures involved, special fuel lines must be
employed. For our ride, high-pressure lines came from Classic Tube. First-rate quality control at
Classic Tube gives us peace of mind for this critical application. It used to be that an in-tank fuel
pump was the only way to go on these conversions. This meant replacing the fuel tank to
accommodate the pump. Now, external pumps like the one shown from Mustangs Plus can be
used. This allows use of the existing tank and saves a good chunk of change. There are other
details to consider, which vary according to the options you choose. Battery location can be
changed to the driver side of the car because of the EFI air intake location. On some cars, a
compact dry cell like this one is a good way to go. Another alternative is a trunk-mounted
battery, as seen on this car built by D. Performance Engineering. This can be a good idea
because it takes some weight off the front wheels. Windsor-Fox Performance Engineering.
Classic Mustang Parts of Oklahoma. Connect With Us. Stay informed with our Newsletter Sign
Up Now. Most Popular. View More Girls. See All News. Sponsored links. Related Articles.
Mustang There seems to be an infinite number of combinations of parts and mods when it
comes to doing an "EFI Swap". Everyone's situation is different. After researching many of the
different variations, I think I ended up with one of the simpler swaps. While you're in there, you'll
need to relocate your oil dipstick from the side of the block to the front timing chain cover. First
remove the old dipstick and discard. I used a wooden dowel to seal off the old hole. After the
pan was installed, I tapped the wooden down in the hole and left it. The dowel absorbs hot oil
and seals off the hole. The dipstick must be relocated to the front of the motor Dipstick Location
1 below. This can be done on or off the motor. Photos 2 and 3 below show where the boss
exists in the cover. A drill bit sized to the oil dipstick diameter is used to drill out the boss and
the oil pan compartment. Pretty gutsy eh? The motor bottom end was taped off completely.
Care must be taken to ensure you establish the correct angle so the dipstick tube can extend up
between the alternator and the head. Photo 4 below shows the completed dipstick installation.
Recommend spending the extra few dollars and buy the high quality 1 piece Felpro oil pan
gasket. This is a steel cored synthetic rubber coated unit. You DON'T want your oil pan leaking.
When installing your new oil pan, make sure your mating surfaces are perfectly clean, and the
gasket is clean. Use the plastic ears that come with the gasket to hold it in place while installing.
Use a little RTV to seal off these corners. Along with removing the EGR assembly, the coolant
lines must be removed, and the two coolant ports plugged. I filled the port with high temp RTV,
and then installed a small rubber plug on top and secured with a hose clamp. An alternative is
to braze shut. Heater Hoses. Another option for those who don't like cutting up there
speedometer cable is to purchase a completed assembly from Ron Morris. Starter: Best to use
the late model starter. It has ample clearance from the long tube headers. Installing a
mini-starter requires modifying the starter wiring. I have not oiled it yet, don't want it clogging
the MAF sensor. Diagrams of connections, schematics, and connector views are shown here.
The wiring is fairly straight forward. In addition to using these schematics, I am using a Ron
Morris alternator pigtail. It is a very high quality product. I did however, end up modifying the
Ron Morris harness to this schematic. In the near left photo, you can see the alternator cable,
the A Megafuse, and the connections to the starter solenoid. The output side of the solenoid
now is connected to and fires the solenoid mounted on the top of the starter. Detailed photos of
the custom Monte Carlo Bar are shown below. These sensors monitor the oxygen content of the
exhaust and signal the EEC as to the 'leanness' or 'richness' of the exhaust. When stock early
model manifolds are used, the O2 sensor needs to be welded into the exhaust pipe near the
attach point to the manifold. Late model stock manifolds do not fit the early model engine bay. I
used Steve Ainsworth's Ultrastang method of using 18mm spark plug anti-fouler as the bungs
to weld into my Hedman long tube headers.. EFI 5. There was actually nothing wrong with the I
had before, but wanted a classic that would get good gas mileage, start and run consistently
and smoothly, and not make me worry about taking off on a long distance drive. The install is
rather complex, but not difficult. Complex only in the larger number of items that must be

addressed beyond a normal engine removal and replacement. I've tried to address the
differences in the sections below. Used a late model T-5 transmission, bellhousing, flywheel and
clutch, therefore requiring no special adaptations. The complete drive train from harmonic
balancer to output yoke are stock Mustang components. Used a serpentine belt, which did not
require any changes to the timing cover, harmonic balancer, or water pump. Used the stock
MAS rubber intake tubing, requiring no special plumbing. Used an aftermarket Aluminum
Radiator with inlet and outlet on the sides matching the motor. Stock EEC, sensors, and ignition
system Stock fuel rails, fuel pressure regulator, and fuel feed lines. Stock 2G Alternator
Aftermarket mount In fact, the engine is bone stock, requiring only modifications to fit the
vehicle. Check out this 35K mile donor motor! Engine Preparation:. I chose the simpler and
changed the motor's lower end setup. Note the different in Early and Late Oil pans. The rear
sump of the late model interferes with the cross member and steering. The Oil Pump Pickup
photo below shows the Melling unit installed and ready for the new pan. Oil Pump Pickup.
Dipstick Relocation 1. Dipstick Relocation 2. Dipstick Relocation 3. Dipstick Relocation 4. Early
Model Oil Pan. The lower unit is bolted to the shock tower frame, and the upper unit is secured
to the mounting holes on the side of the block. When the motor is dropped into place, a single
bolt shown in the first photo is inserted through the side which pins the lower between the two
sides of the upper. This makes for a very easy installation. Engine Installation:. The following
photo depict the 5. Having an engine leveler is a very handy device when stabbing the complete
assembly. I used the two lifting ears that came on the 5. Note the shifter on the T-5 is not
installed. It is difficult to clear the tunnel with the shifter installed. My assistant guided during
the up-back-down-forward endless circle to get the assembly in. The remaining photos show
the motor in place and some of front accessories installed. Engine Completion:. The EGR
system is designed to recycle burnt gasses back into the intake for better emissions, and an
engine coolant circuit is used to cool the intake. I removed the EGR assembly from the end of
the upper intake and removed the threaded rods. The factory linkage is long enough to reach
from the throttle body on the passenger side left photo to the proper location on the firewall
over the gas pedal right photo. Note: Because the EGR spacer was removed, the throttle body is
moved effectively 1. The throttle attach bracket will not mount to the billet spacer because it
interferes with the coolant tubes. The throttle attach bracket must be modified to clear the
obstructions. For a gas pedal, I used a standard pedal, and modified the upper end to reach the
throttle cable. Kind of a blank slate. Then the question becomes, standard or reverse rotation
water pump and V vs Serp belt. Changing to a V belt would have meant getting another
harmonic balancer that was correct weight with a 3 bolt pattern. It also would have meant
changing to a different timing cover and a standard rotation water pump. Too much cost. These
missing items required the addition of an alternator mount, and an idler pulley mount. I chose a
March alternator mount and a Trick Flow Idler pulley mount. But the March would have matched.
I also installed a high volume polished water pump. The belt is a Goodyear Gatorback; I believe
59". Check Summit for best pricing on the brackets. This is a much neater looking system than
the old heater hoses. To attach, I chose to use pre-formed heater tubing to attach these lines to
the existing heater core, as well as clean up the appearance of the installation. In the top left
photo, note the close positioning of the tubes to the firewall. I took the area measurements and
headed to the local autoparts store to cruise through the hose racks, looking for suitable bends.
After several tries I found two hoses that had bends within them that fit the situations. I took
these, and cut out the useable bends, and attached to the heater tubes. This left a portion
extending inside the firewall. To connect to the heater core, I used straight hose, with a straight
line coupling. In the end, the installation fit very nicely. Click photo at right for a larger view.
When choosing donor hoses for their bends, choose carefully. The formed hoses are expensive
and the autoparts store will not take them back once you've cut them up. The upper heater hose
can be used with no splice. I have an AFCO aluminum radiator installed , which moves the
upper hose location further to the passenger side. I also use an in-line Tefba filter to keep debris
out of the radiator. Had I not had the inline filter, I would have still used the stock hose, but cut
and inserted a piece of steel tubing to adjust the distance. The lower radiator hose outlet on my
radiator is on the driver's side same as water pump. I used a standard flex hose to fit. While not
as visually pleasing as the pre-formed hoses, the universals come with a steel spring which
keeps them from choking down during a strong coolant vacuum. This sensor is mounted to the
transmission end of the speedo cable. See photos right. To mount the VSS, remove the plastic
speedometer gear from the end of the cable and cut off the end of the housing. Some people cut
off a portion and drill up the end of the VSS to fit. I removed the total end of the cable housing,
leaving the end of the speedomer cable. This allowed me to insert the end of the cable into the
end of the sensor to engage the internal mechanisms. The to pieces are secured together using
RTV and a hose clamp. Lower right photo shows the assembled parts. The plastic speedometer

gear is then reinstalled onto the end of the VSS sensor. This would make for a more secure
alignment. Noteâ€¦on an automatic transmission, installation of VSS, is only needed to prevent
a code Another option for those who don't like cutting up there speedometer cable is to
purchase a completed assembly from Ron Morris. The alternator is a standard 2G 75 Amp unit. I
am not worried about the need for extreme power, as I am not running any overly power hungry
accessories. If I had a large stereo, I'd want to install the 3G.. The aftermarket export braces will
also interfere. There are several options on the market, but I chose to build my own as shown
right. Detailed build information can be found here. Fuelish Tendencies http-- Engine Launch:.
The photos below are added for reference. FCF Test Fire. View 1. View 2. View 3. Have a closer
look at this one and see what is under the hood! Nestled between the engine mounts in this
highly-customized engine compartment lies a 5. Since its launch in , the Coyote has evolved
through three generations and is currently the go-to crate engine for Ford enthusiasts. When
you take lightweight and reliability and combine it with high-RPM power, this engine is a
no-brainer for a resto-mod project like this Mustang. The seller says they purchased the running
engine and 6-speed transmission in They are out of a Mustang with only 40K miles on the
odometer. As you can see, this car was completely stripped for this build. The shifter has a nice
home in the fabricated center mount and the gauges are in place. You can also see the mini
tubs that were done in the back to fit a wider wheel and tire combination. What about you? Here
you can see some of the fabrication work that has been done to the suspension system. The
coil-over suspension is an awesome upgrade to go with the Currie rear end. Overall, this looks
like a great project. What do you think? Got to like the high quality detailed work on this car.
Taking on the job of finishing the build should be fun. My stock GT has a 7k red line. I might
have seen a number as high as on the Speedo thoughâ€¦. My engine is going into my 68 coupe
this winter. Bought my 14 with 40k on it in too. Paid 24k. Of course, we know that was on the
track! Strange to me as well. A lot of quality work it appears on the car but those gauges would
need to be swapped for my liking. One should expect hemorrhages instead.. Wish he would
have cut up a repop body instead of an original. Nice work. Somebody already builds a 67
Mustang fastback on a Tesla Model S chassis. Needless to say the things are ridiculously fast. If
you do the body and buy a frame from Schwartz performance you eliminate tons of time and
you end up with a four link in the back!! Hey daydream saw a nice rear window at fords carlisle
last week for , they are out there. Beautiful build but like every other project it will have you in
the poor house. Good luck to anyone who wants to take it on, The level of craftsmanship is
amazing. Love to look at what other builders are doing! Stay safe. Cheers GPC. You can tell by
the comments who has build or had build a custom car. A guy dreams of his dream car all the
while raising his family. When he finally has the cash he has it built. Or in a lot of cases halfway
build cash dries up life happens. Custom is costly. Never worth the price. But man does it look
good! As a long time builder, racer, car owner I just recently completed a 69 Mach I coyote 6
speed, custom pedals, frame tied, hyd clutch, hydo boost brake, electrical power steering,
speedway mustang coil over front suspension with rack, leaf spring rear, 4 wheel disk brakes, 9
inch pos, complete fuel system, SVO ecm, mustang seats, flaming river steering column, to
much to list, see Keith Wright face book for video of test drive labor, parts, car, everything less
than I made money. Don't post your car for sale in the c
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